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GPS and Galileo

Where Are We Headed?
By David Last, University of Wales, U.K.

G

PS and Galileo are both Global
Navigation Satellite Systems. Most people
regard them as very similar to one another,
using the same principles and frequencies,
virtually the same thing. We see them as complementary. Well, complementary they may
be; those who will use combined GPS-Galileo
receivers will neither know, nor care, that
there are two separate systems. But similar
they are not; and if we ignore the profound
differences between them, we put both at risk.
Think of their origins. GPS started life as
a military system. It now serves both military
and civil functions, but when push comes to
shove, as in the recent U.S.-EU tensions, the

military requirement prevails. Galileo, in contrast, started life as a civil system. Only gradually have questions of its possible military role
emerged.
GPS is the sole property of a single nation;
others may use it on terms that suit that
nation’s interests. That is clear. It is entirely
reasonable. But, an inevitable consequence is
that GPS looks inwards. To the United States,
Galileo belongs to the many nations of the
European Community. It is outward-looking;
those countries have welcomed, and sought,
the active participation of other nations,
including China, India, and Canada. [1]
But these are just a few of the profound
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n June 26, the United States and the European
Union reached an agreement covering the U.S.
Global Positioning System, and Europe’s planned Galileo system.
U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell, European Commission Vice President Loyola de Palacio,
and Irish Foreign Minister Brian Cowen signed the Agreement on the Promotion, Provision, and
Use of Galileo and GPS Satellite-Based Navigation Systems and Related Applications. This historic agreement protects Allied security interests, while paving the way for an eventual doubling
of satellites that will broadcast a common civil signal worldwide, thereby promoting better and
more comprehensive service for all users.
The agreement ensures that Galileo’s signals will not harm the navigation warfare capabilities
of the United States and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization military forces, ensures that both
the United States and the European Union can address individual and mutual security concerns,
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differences between the two systems. There are
also differences of radio frequencies, codes,
modulations, of time standards and geodetic
frameworks. One system is free of charge, the
other operates under the user-pays principle.
One is run by the military, the other will
involve a public-private partnership. Then,
GPS is now a mature system; it has been a
stunning success. Galileo is essentially a proposal and has still not disturbed the heavens
or the ether. Glen Gibbons said recently: “It
would be hard to imagine a more different
approach to participation in defining, deploy-
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From the ION President

Larry Hothem

The Year
In Review

I

n reviewing the past 12 months, I am
pleased to say the Institute remains strong
as indicated by continuing viable membership and increasing interest and active
involvement of members in the Institute’s
technical and outreach programs.
Very importantly, the Institute continues
in very good financial health. Though a
relatively small professional organization, we
are recognized as a leading organization in
navigation sciences, not only nationally, but
internationally. We all can take credit for this:
the ION members, Council members, and
very importantly the support of our staff at the
ION headquarters in Fairfax, Virginia.
The technical programs, the newsletters
and quarterly journals continue as practical and important annual professional
activities of the ION®. The Satellite Division’s
annual international conference on Global
Navigation Satellite Systems with focus on
the Global Positioning System (GPS) held
September 2003, in Portland, Oregon, was
very successful with over 2,000 attendees, and
close to 80 exhibitors.
January and June Meetings
The smaller semi-annual national meetings
of the ION® continue to be important to the
membership with an attendance that makes
these meetings financially self-sustaining. The January 2004 National Technical
Meeting (NTM) in San Diego offered another
interesting program. The June 2004 Annual
Meeting (AM) in Dayton was an example of
how to help ensure the success in hosting
and organizing a technical meeting by the
active involvement of a local ION section.
Something new for the AM this year was
the planning and administering of a special
ION event—the First Annual Autonomous
Lawn Mower Competition, that was held
before the AM on June 4. The purpose of the
competitive event was for universities and colIO N Ne w s l e t t e r

leagues to design and operate an autonomous
lawn mower using the art and science of
navigation. Because of its success and interest,
this event may become the first in a series of
competitive events organized or led by members of the ION Dayton Section.
Council and Section Highlights
Additional highlights of Council and Section
activities during the past 12 months include:
(1) establishing a standing committee on
outreach programs, approved on a provisional basis for one year and chaired by Dr.
Chris Bartone, to coordinate a variety of
outreach activities (education, international,
and government fellowships), consistent
with the ION Strategic Plan; (2) continuing
enlargement of education and student outreach support programs by adoption of the
Graduate Section Award’s Program, thanks to
work by Dr. John Raquet; (3) education outreach activities by at least five ION® sections
to help encourage and inspire students at the
elementary and secondary level to become
interested in science and engineering, and in
particular in the field of navigation science;
and (4) expansion of the government fellowship program from one to two fellows—one
to serve a member of the U.S. Congress and
the other to serve within the Executive Branch
of the federal government. Marie Lage, the
current Congressional Fellow, is a member of
the staff of Sen. Olympia Snowe (R-Maine).
Bill Klepczynski, the current Executive Fellow,
is assigned to the staff of Ralph Braibanti,
director, Space and Advanced Technology, U.S.
Department of State. Thanks very much to the
work of Richard Greenspan, chair, Outreach
Program on Government Fellows.
I want to thank all Council members for
their active interests and significant contributions to the Institute. Following through on
various initiatives and matters of business for
the Institute, I have worked with many of you.
2

The Purpose of The ION®
The Institute of Navigation, founded in 1945,
is a nonprofit professional society dedicated
to the advancement of the art and science
of navigation. It serves a diverse community including those interested in air,
space, marine, land navigation and position
determination. Although basically a national
organization, its membership is worldwide,
and it is affiliated
with the International Association of
Institutes of Navigation.

2003-04 National
Executive Committee
President: Larry Hothem
Executive Vice President: Dr. Penina Axelrad
Treasurer: John Clark
Eastern Region Vice President:
Dr. Chris Bartone
Western Region Vice President:
Dan Crouch
Satellite Division Chair:
John Lavrakas
Immediate Past President: Dr. Rudy Kalafus

How to Reach The ION
Telephone: 703-383-9688
Facsimile: 703-383-9689
Web site: http://www.ion.org
E-mail: membership@ion.org

It has been a pleasure to find all of you to be
very responsive and to willingly do what was
appropriate in the best interests of the organization. The persons elected to serve as president
of ION® are those who have had many years
of active involvement in the Institute’s business
and technical program activities, thus they
bring to the organization a wide-range of experiences and ideas for sustaining the ION® now
and into the future. Dr. Penina Axelrad is such
a person, and I am sure the ION® will be wellserved with her as president for the next term.
In closing, through expanding outreach
programs and achievements in education,
student support, government fellowships,
technical meetings, international conferences, the Web site resources, the Journals,
and newsletters, the Institute will continue to
be recognized as an important professional
organization. With your continued support
and input, we will continue this same pattern
of achievement. Thanks to the ION members
for allowing me to serve as ION president for
this past year. It has been an honor and enjoyable tour to serve a prestigious professional
organization. 
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From the ION Congressional Fellow
A Column By Marie Lage

Maria Lage

A ‘Typical’ Day

F

or this report I thought I’d write about
some typical workdays to provide a feel
of what the experience has been. The days
I have chosen are fairly arbitrary and what
you might notice is that they are all different. One of the best parts about the job is
that you never know what’s going to happen.
March 10, 2004: Budget Vote-a-Rama
Vote-a-Rama: Today was the second day of
debate and first day of votes on the budget,
which establishes the funding limits for
the discretionary spending and the amount
of revenues (taxes) for fiscal year 2005.
The Senate had set aside 40 hours for floor
debate occurring over 3 days. The first day
was strictly debate and no votes occurred.
On the second day the amendments start
to materialize and the discussion began in
earnest on the Senate floor. In the next two
days the Senate would vote on 36 amendments—culminating in a series of stacked
votes, which is known as vote-a-rama. This
year the final budget was passed at 1:45 a.m.
on March 12, 2004.
To support the budget debate, I was
tasked with providing Sen. Olympia Snowe
(R-Maine) with amendment summaries
and vote recommendations for amendments
regarding defense, NASA, and some homeland security issues. Because you never know
when the votes will be called, we work on the
summaries incrementally, so that we always
have something ready to go if needed. The
starting point is a summary of amendments
that were available from the clerk’s office.
This provided an amendment number, the
name of the senator sponsoring the amendment and a brief summary, e.g., Global War
on Terror or NASA. Based on that information, I would put together a best guess analysis of what the amendment was going to be
about based on what I know about the issue
IO N Ne w s l e t t e r

and what had been in the press. The next
step would be to start making phone calls to
the sponsoring senator’s staff or committee
staff to try to flesh out the details. Based on
those phone calls and the publication of the
actual amendment, a second draft of the
summary would be developed. Finally, the
amendment would be offered on the floor
of the Senate and both sides would have a
chance to speak on it. The summary would

Because you never know
when the votes will be
called, we work on the
summaries incrementally, so that we always
have something ready
to go if needed.
be updated for the final time to capture both
sides of the argument.
BRAC Letter. I had written the first draft
of a letter to Secretary Donald Rumsfeld
from the Northeast Congressional Delegation
requesting that the Department of Defense
provide to Congress forthwith the data
required to support the base realignment
and closure (BRAC) law. The Northeast
Congressional Delegation consists of five
senators and five representatives from Maine,
New Hampshire, and Massachusetts. This
group and their staff work together on BRAC
issues related to the Kittery-Portsmouth
Naval Ship Yard. Today was the deadline for
completing the letter and so I was busy call3

ing each office, incorporating whatever comments they had, and getting each office’s
approval so the letter could be distributed
for signatures. Trying to get 10 congressmen
and congresswomen to agree is a lot like
herding cats.
Q & A. The third major task of the
day was working with the press secretary
developing sample questions and answers
in preparation for a potential interview with
Fox news. The topic was to be sexual assaults
in the military. Sen. Snowe, as one of a few
women senators and a former member of
the armed services committee, has a long
history of working for better training of
military forces and accountability within
the services in the event of sexual assaults.
The interview would also give Sen. Snowe
an opportunity to talk about her proposed
amendment to the Department of Defense
Authorization Act.
April 16: Recess
Theoretically, recess is a great chance to
catch up on your constituent correspondence, have meetings, and generally get
ahead of the game—although it never
seems to work out that way.
BRAC Meeting. The Northeast
Congressional Delegation staff meets every
other Friday to review the status of BRAC. We
monitor the status of BRAC and other Navy
decisions that impact the Kittery-Portsmouth
shipyard. The meeting also serves as the
primary interface with the local constituent
groups. Every six weeks the meeting is held
at the shipyard. (Unfortunately, as a fellow,
the Senate office is not allowed to fund my
travel.)
Intelligence Update Prep. Sen. Snowe is
a member of the Senate Select Committee on

A Day continued on page 13
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Introducing The New ION®

Officers, Standing Committee Chairs
And Ad Hoc Committee Chairs

T

he new ION officers elected for the coming year will take over at the conclusion
of the ION’s 60th Annual Meeting in Dayton,
Ohio, June 7–9. These officers will also serve
on the ION Council along with the other
members of the Council, the chairs of ION

sections and past presidents.
The Institute would like to acknowledge
the contributions of the outgoing officers,
and extend its well wishes to the incoming
officers for prosperous new year. The election
results are as follows:

 President, Dr. Penina Axelrad,

 Western Council Member-At-Large,

Mr. Richard Barker, Fugro Chance Inc.

University of Colorado
 Executive Vice President, Mr. James

Doherty, Institute of Defense Analyses

 Space Representative, Dr. Michael

Moreau, NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center

 Treasurer, Mr. John Clark, The
 Air Representative, Dr. John

Aerospace Corporation

Studenny, CMC Electronics Inc.
 Eastern Region Vice President,

Dr. John Raquet, Air Force Institute of
Technology
 Western Region Vice President,

Mr. John Lavrakas, Overlook Systems
Technologies Inc.

 Land Representative, Dr. Anthea

Coster, MIT Haystack Observatory
 Marine Representative, Cdr. John

Macaluso, U.S. Coast Guard
 Immediate Past President, Mr. Larry

 Eastern Council Member-At-Large,

Dr. Boris Pervan, Illinois Institute of
Technology

Hothem, U.S. Geological Survey
 Satellite Chair, Mr. John Lavrakas,

Overlook Systems Technologies Inc. 

Ad Hoc Committee Chairs
Outreach Chair:

Dr. Chris Bartone, Ohio University
Outreach Sub-committee:
Government Fellow Program

Dr. Clark Cohen, Consultant
Outreach Sub-Committee:
Education/Students

Dr. Mark Petovello, The University
of Calgary
Outreach Sub-Committee: Cooperation
With Other Professional Societies

Dr. Dorota Grejner-Brzezinska, Ohio State
University
New Initiatives

Mr. Larry Hothem, U.S. Geological Survey
Strategic Planning

Mr. James Doherty, Institute of Defense
Analyses
ION Conference Committee

Mr. James Doherty, Institute of Defense
Analyses
Publication Policy

Standing Committee Chairs
Nominating

Mr. Larry Hothem, U.S. Geological Survey
Finance

Mr. Len Jacobson, Global Systems &
Marketing
Membership

Dr. Sam Pullen, Stanford University
Fellow Selection

Dr. Gérard Lachapelle, The University of
Calgary
Meetings

Dr. Frank van Graas, Ohio University
Technical Committee
IO N Ne w s l e t t e r

Mr. Ronald Braff, The MITRE Corporation

Mr. James Doherty, Institute of Defense
Analyses
Publications

Dr. Christopher Hegarty, The MITRE
Corporation
Awards

Mr. Ronald Braff, The MITRE Corporation
Bylaws Committee

Dr. Richard Greenspan, C.S. Draper
Laboratory
Sections

Dr. Mikel Miller, Air Force Research
Laboratory
4

Fellow Selection Policy

Dr. Rudy Kalafus, Trimble Navigation
Annual Meeting Sub-committee Members

Mr. James Doherty, Institute of Defense
Analyses; Dr. Todd Walter, Stanford
University; Mr. Ray Swider, U.S.
Department of Defense; Dr. Frank van
Graas, Ohio University
Historian

Mr. Marvin May, ARL Penn State
University
S p r i ng 2 0 0 4

Portney’s Corner
Joe Portney

You can Find More of Portney’s
Ponderables and Brain Teasers
at www.navworld.com

CALENDAR
SEPTEMBER 2004
21–24: ION GNSS 2004, Long
Beach California
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-383-9688
Fax: +1 703-383-9689
Web: www.ion.org
OCTOBER 2004
05-06: International
Symposium on Precision
Approach and Automatic
Landing, Munich, Germany
Contact: German Institute of
Navigation
Tel: +49-228-20197.0
Fax: +49-228-20197.19
E-mail: dgon.bonn@t-online.de
25-27: ILA Convention
and Technical Symposium,
Takanawa Prince Hotel, Tokyo,
Japan
Contact: ILA
Tel: +1-805-967-8649
Fax: +1-805-967-8471
E-mail: ila@loran.org

The Lunar
Distance Method
efore GPS and chronometers, we depended on lunar distances. Longitude
B
can be determined using the Lunar Distance Method without using a chronometer. The method became practical in the late 1700s and was used until the
early 1900s. By the late 1700s, the mathematics of spherical trigonometry was
well established, and the ephemerides of the sun and moon could be calculated to sufficient accuracy for practical longitude determination.
The moon loses a full circle to the sun in about 29.5 days. The angle
between the sun and moon acts like the hands of a giant clock with the angle
changing roughly 30.5 seconds of arc in a minute of time. If the positions
of the sun and moon could be predicted well enough in advance, the angle
between the sun and the moon (the lunar distance) could be tabulated as a
function of Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). The sun and moon could serve as
an astronomical clock.
Portney continued on page 14
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JANUARY 2005
24–26: ION National Technical
Meeting, San Diego, California
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-383-9688
Fax: +1 703-383-9689
Web: www.ion.org
MAY 2005
23-25: The 12th St. Petersburg
International Conference
on Integrated Navigation
Systems, St. Petersburg, Russia
Contact: Dr. George T. Schmidt
Tel: +1 617-258-3841
e-mail: ED@Draper.com
Web: www.elektropribor.spb.ru
JUNE 2005
27-29: The ION 61st. Annual
Meeting; Royal Sonesta Hotel,
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-383-9688
Fax: +1 703-383-9689
Web: www.ion.org
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From the ION Historian
One of a Series of Columns
By ION Historian Marvin May

I

n technology, as in biology, we like to
imagine evolution proceeding inexorably
onward and upward. As new species and
technologies appear, their primitive ancestors
are expected to drop by the wayside. Certainly
there are numerous examples of devices
which have indeed been relegated to total
obsolescence, and exist in small numbers
only as mere cult artifacts. A list of a few
such formerly popular items might include
the eight-track tape, the slide rule, asbestos
insulation, 16 millimeter film, and paper
computer cards.
But new species don’t always evolve to
replace old ones; they sometimes fill vacant
niches or create entirely new venues, which
in turn can actually solidify the survival of
older species. In navigation, there are techniques that can certainly now be written off
as road kill on the highway of progress, and
there are also feisty technologies that have
stubbornly resisted the ravages of old age.
Consider these venerable survivors in the
field of navigation.

her fingers). Although the vast majority of
avionics inertial systems now are strapdown,
gimballed or hybrid “straballed” systems are
still used in high accuracy, long endurance
systems due to their ability to reduce sensor
scale factor sensitivities and, via programmed

Gimballed Inertial
Measurement Units
Inertial measurement units were in the
1950s through early 1970s virtually exclusively gimballed. The development of optical
gyroscopes, the miniaturization of electronics, and the huge increases in computer
throughput all contributed to the growth of
strapdown units in the 1970s. The smaller
size, improved reliability, lower cost and
simplicity of strapdown units promised to
make gimbals go the way of thimbles (my
mother used them when sewing to protect

rotations, to cancel out cumulative gyroscope
bias drift errors. The WSN-7 is a ship’s navigator being installed in most Navy surface
ships and attack class submarines that is a
hybrid configuration.

IO N Ne w s l e t t e r

In navigation, there
are techniques that can
certainly now be written off as road kill on
the highway of progress,
and there are also feisty
technologies that have
stubbornly resisted the
ravages of old age.

LORAN
LORAN was the premier long range radionavigation system from the 1950s through
the 1980s. But its coverage was not nearly
worldwide, its absolute accuracy about 500
meters, and it did not provide velocity or altitude. When GPS began to mature in the late
6

1980s, and demonstrated its capabilities to
more than make up for LORAN’s deficiencies,
it appeared that LORAN would join OMEGA
and TRANSIT in the radionavigation graveyard. Indeed, the Federal Radionavigation
Plans of the late 1980s and early 1990s
predicted the discontinuance of LORAN once
GPS reached full operability. Nonetheless, a
decade after GPS has been fully operational,
LORAN remains a viable navigation source
having survived by a combination of adaptation and persistence. LORAN has expanded its
coverage, joined forces with GPS via Euronav
in transmitting differential corrections, demonstrated potential indoor operability, and
serves as a robust backup to GPS.
Celestial Navigation
Even Peter Ifland, the author of “Taking the
Stars, Celestial Navigation from Argonauts
to Astronauts,” laments: “With the advent of
GPS and other high performance electronic
satellite navigation systems that are fast and
inexpensive, require no operator effort, and
give a continuous read-out of position to
within a few meters, the technique of making
a fix on a chart using a sextant to take the
stars is surely obsolete.
Perhaps the death knell for celestial navigation was sounded in May 1998 when the
United States Naval Academy announced that
it was discontinuing a course on celestial
navigation and the use of the sextant that
has been taught since the Academy’s founding in 1845. Sooner or later, air and nautical
almanacs will no longer be published and
there will no longer be a need for hand-held
instruments for taking the stars.”
S p r i ng 2 0 0 4

Renewed Interest
Despite the ominous forecasts for celestial
navigation, there has been recent renewed
interest within the surface warfare community in teaching celestial navigation. This
community has directed that navigation,
seamanship, and ship handling training
be based on the International Maritime
Organization’s (IMO) Standards of Training
and Certification of Watchstanders. This standard requires that each surface warfare officer
be certified in celestial navigation. Celestial
navigation is still being taught, though not a
required course, at the Naval Academy in the
Department of Seamanship and Navigation.
It is also back in the curriculum at the Navy’s
Surface Warfare Officer’s School. The Navy
Quartermasters get their celestial naviga-

tion training at the Fleet Training Centers.
Celestial navigation is also being taught
enthusiastically at the Coast Guard Academy
and also taught by the Army at the U.S.
Army Transportation School. Indeed, there
are recent advanced technology programs,
being conducted by the Navy Spawar Systems
Center and the Naval Observatory, that aim
to develop more accurate, automated and
higher availability celestial navigation instruments and techniques.
To paraphrase the words of the American
philosopher Mark Twain: “The reports of the
demise of these navigation aids have been
greatly exaggerated.”

—Marvin B. May teaches navigation courses for the Applied Research
Laboratory Navigation Research and
Development Center, Pennsylvania State
University.
The idea for this article came from
M.I.T. Technology Review 2004 Special

RTCA Corner:

Special
Committe e - 159 Global
Positioning System Report

The last meeting of Special
Committee-159 was held on May 21.
Next Meeting: October 4–8, 2004
Chair: Larry Chesto, Consultant

Vice Chair: George Ligler, PMEI
Secretary: Young Lee, The MITRE
Corporation
Program Director: Harold Moses, RTCA,
Inc.

During its May 21 meeting, SC-159
approved one new document, Assessment
of Radio Frequency Interference Relevant
to the GNSS-L5/E5A Frequency Band, for
consideration at the next PMC meeting.
The potential for a new MOPS activity was
also discussed. Keith McPherson, Manager
GNSS, Airservices Australia, provided the
committee a comprehensive report from
the Ground-Based Regional Augmentation
System (GRAS) Ad Hoc Working Group. Dr.
McPherson detailed the requirements for a
GRAS MOPS, the organizations committing
support, the complexity of the task and
a recommendation for SC-159 to request
PMC approval to produce a GRAS MOPS.
Pending PMC approval, SC-159 identified WG-8 to develop the new document.
Michael Beamish, Analysis Unlimited, was
designated as the Chairman for WG-8.
Current Working Group activities were
reviewed as follows:

tinuing. The objective is a tightly integrated
GPS/inertial system suitable for use as a primary means of navigation in the phases of
flight from en route through non-precision
approach. Key discussion topics included trajectory for coasting, the storm model, storm
detection and an earlier TSO proposal.

WG-1, 3rd Civil Frequency. Meeting
jointly with WG-2 for half a day the groups
reviewed a L5 GEO Interface Control
Document and discussed the FAA SBAS
plan, the WAAS PRN mask, WAAS status
and EGNOS status.
WG-2, GPS/WAAS. Work continued on
the next DO-229C revision. Several issues
require resolution prior to issuing the revised
MOPS. Steve Bellingham, NavCanada, presented a revised tropo model. A top-level
status and issues discussion considered
future antenna MOPS activity.
WG-2C, GPS/Inertial. Development of
requirements and test procedures are con-

WG-4, GPS/LAAS. WG-4 expects a
revised LAAS MASPS (DO-245) in late
August 2004. The documents will then
undergo the final review and comment
process in preparation for consideration at
the October SC-159 meeting. The revised
MASPS will provide updated Cat II/III precision approach system requirements and add
terminal area paths.
WG-6, GPS/Interference. Work on
the L5 RFI Assessment Report was completed
and final refinements were made to the L5
antenna requirements. The analysis of the
US and European high altitude pulsed RFI
hotspots were completed.

RTCA, Inc. is a private, not-for-profit
corporation that develops consensusbased recommendations regarding
communications, navigation, surveillance and air traffic management
(CNS/ATM) system issues. RTCA functions as a federal advisory committee. Its recommendations are used by
the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) as the basis for policy, program
and regulatory decisions, and by the
private sector as the basis for development, investment and other business
decisions.

Edition February 2004.
IO N Ne w s l e t t e r
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GNSS Around the Globe

HOUSTON SECTION.
The section held its
March meeting at Rudi
Lechner’s restaurant. Trimble sponsored the buffet.
Noel Zinn of ExxonMobil Exploration Company delivered a talk on
“Seven-Parameter Datum Shifts: Their
Use and Abuse”. The question is asked
if 3-parameter datum shifts are good,
are 7-parameter datum shifts better?
Some think so. Noel argued, however,
that 7-parameter datum shifts are
suitable for global or continental-sized
datums, but not for small countries or
small datums. Derived in small areas,
the 3 translations and 3 rotations are
highly correlated, statistically insignificant and geodetically questionable.
Illustrating the concept of P7DOP with
analogies to angle of cut, HDOP and
GDOP, the section discovered how
large an area is actually required
for the derivation of 7 “significant
parameters. Noel also introduced
the Molodensky-Badekas method of
de-correlating the translations from
the rotations, thus reducing the area
required for the valid derivation of a
7-parameter datum shift.
The Section also elected new officers at the meeting: chair, Stephen M.
Browne; vice chair, Etienne Marc; secretary, Dave Gentle; treasurer, Chuck
Holt; membership, Keith Vickery;
speaker liaison, Phil Summerfield.
NEW ENGLAND SECTION. On March 10 a
meeting was hosted by
Dynamics Research Corporation in
which William J. Riley of Symmetricom
presented “The Chip-Scale Atomic
Clock—A New Timing Source for
Portable Applications.” The Chip-Scale
Atomic Clock (CSAC) promises to revolutionize the field of precise timing in

portable applications by offering a
frequency source with one part in 1011
stability at an averaging time of 1 hr in
a size of 1 cm3 and a power of 30 mW.
The CSAC will, for example, enhance
the fast acquisition and anti-jam capabilities of handheld GPS receivers.
This DARPA-funded program is
now entering its second phase with the
goal of realizing a working prototype
(albeit with higher power and larger
size). Mr. Riley described the CSAC
program goals and their approach
toward achieving them and described
some of the new applications that such
a device will enable.

WASHINGTON
SECTION. The Washington, D.C. section
held a walking tour
of the new Smithsonian Air and Space
Udvar-Hazy Center at Dulles Airport
on April 17. Members inspected more
than 80 aircraft and dozens of space
artifacts on display including the
Space Shuttle “Enterprise”; an SR-71
Blackbird reconnaissance aircraft; the
B-29 Superfortress “Enola Gay” and a
supersonic Concorde aircraft.
The section has been quite active
in high school student outreach this
year. The Section’s Stipend Steering

S O U T H E R N
CALIFORNIA. The section held two meetings
since the first of the
year. Their first event on January 21
had two speakers, Mr. Tenny Sharpe
and Mr. Ron Hatch, presenting a talk
entitled “Are your GPS Pseudorange
Measurements Unbiased?” this was
an interesting discussion on low
order errors that have been previously ignored but no longer are in
the age of improved precision. The
speaker for the meeting held on April
22 featured 1st. Lt. Bryan Titus of the
GPS JPO who spoke on behalf of Mr.
Tom Stansell on “The L1C Stewardship
Project,” an IGEB sponsored program
to actively solicit inputs from interested
parties on the implementation of the
new GPS L1C signal. The GPS JPO
and the USGS in Pasadena are the cosponsors of the project. A key purpose
of the presentation was to determine
what users and companies desire in a
new signal structure. The presentation
and a questionnaire are available on
the Southern California Section ION
Web site.

CONGRATULATIONS

Section News
Committee has met monthly to develop
and administer a program of navigation-related scientific activities in local
high schools. To date, one high school
in the Maryland suburbs has committed
to begin a program, and several others
in Northern Virginia and Washington,
DC have expressed interest. The section has purchased GPS equipment
and assisted high schools in developing experiments to aid students in
understanding the art and science of
navigation. The equipment will be
loaned to participating schools. Section
members have volunteered to serve as
mentors.

Phillip Stuehler presenting The Institute of Navigation Award to
Cadet Jesse M. Pullin at the Class of 2004 California Maritime
Academy commencement ceremony.

GPS 2R-11 Satellite

Dedicated to Ivan Getting
Ivan Getting

T

he late Dr. Ivan A. Getting,
founding president and CEO
of The Aerospace Corporation, who
envisioned the Global Positioning
System (GPS) and worked tirelessly
to make it a reality, is honored
with the launch of a GPS satellite
dedicated to him.
The Department of Defense
satellite, GPS 2R-11, launched
from Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station, Fla., on March 20.
Inscribed on it (see image) are
Getting’s name, the years of his
birth and death (1912–2003),
and the words he used to describe
his vision, “lighthouses in the sky
serving all mankind.”
Getting’s vision has become a
reality. The GPS constellation of

satellites represents a universal and
indispensable utility used to guide
planes, ships, troops, and precision
weaponry. It also serves millions of
hikers, boaters, surveyors and others
interested in determining their precise
location at a moment’s notice.
GPS 2R-11 is a replacement satellite that will bring the total number in
the constellation to 29. The $45 million
satellite has a life expectancy of about
10 years once it achieves orbit.
“We are pleased to officially dedicate this satellite to Dr. Getting who
saw the need for satellite navigation
and worked tirelessly to make it happen to all our benefit,” said Lt. Gen.
Brian A. Arnold, commander of the
Space and Missile Systems Center, Air
Force Space Command.

“Dr. Getting was a true space
visionary and pioneer,” said Dr.
William F. Ballhaus Jr., president
and Chief Executive Officer of The
Aerospace Corporation, which provides
engineering support to maintain and
upgrade the constellation. “He not
only laid the groundwork for GPS, but
left his imprint on many other highly
successful defense and technology programs integral to our national security
and well being.”
Getting died Oct. 11, 2003. Earlier
in 2003, he was recognized, along with
Dr. Bradford W. Parkinson of Stanford
University, by the National Academy of
Engineering for inventing GPS.
Getting and Parkinson, chair of
the board of trustees at Aerospace,
were awarded the prestigious Charles

Stark Draper Prize for their
achievement.
Getting was cited for envisioning a system that would use
satellite transmitters to pinpoint
with extreme accuracy locations
anywhere on Earth, then becoming a tireless advocate for making
sure the complex system was built
after it was shown it would work.
Parkinson was considered the
architect of the system.
The GPS2R-11 satellite was
positioned into plane C, slot 3.

GPS/Galileo continued from page 1

How We Got to Where We Are Today
How did GPS and Galileo get to where they
are today? Although the public have only
recently discovered GPS and see it as a brilliant new technology, the first satellite was
actually launched in 1978. [3] Most of the
GPS pioneers are retired. If the first Galileo
satellite does fly on time, it will be a full 27
years behind GPS!
GPS was developed as a U.S. Air Force
“weapons aiming system and force enhancer,” created to give the U.S., quite literally,
more bang for its buck. [4] It was a military
system; no one had any vision of what it has
become today. There were certainly no costbenefit analyses for civil use!
When in the early 1980s, the military
discovered to their considerable surprise that,
“there are civilians using this stuff”, they
were at first hostile. [5] The researchers were
obliged to register as arms manufacturers.
[6] But civil users multiplied, and the U.S.
then foresaw their enemies using GPS-guided
unmanned aircraft. Their response was to
turn on Selective Availability (SA), which
degraded the position and velocity accuracies
available from GPS.
But for most purposes, the remaining
accuracy was quite sufficient. Civil use flourished. And, for higher precision applications,
differential techniques were developed. DGPS
was indeed the way ahead, in the air and on
land. At sea, the U.S. Coast Guard drove it
forward. [7] So, by the mid-1990s we had a
bizarre situation: the U.S. government had
spent nearly $20 billion creating GPS, this
highly accurate navigation system. Then,
they spent a further large sum on selective
availability to deny that accuracy to most
users. Now, the United States was spending
yet more money on deploying differential
systems that not only defeated SA, but actually gave the civil community higher accuIO N Ne w s l e t t e r
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ing, and operating a system than that between
GPS and Galileo.” [2] So, we should not be
surprised if, in combining these two disparate
systems into a single whole, tensions arise.
Whether we succeed or fail in resolving those
tensions will determine the success of the
resulting GNSS.

racy than that of the military GPS, that SA
was there to defend!
This could not go on. Under growing
pressure from civil users and equipment
manufacturers, the U.S. government decided
in 1996 to switch off SA as soon as “new military security technologies” were “in place.”
[8] In 2000, SA was replaced by a “capability
to prevent hostile use of GPS and its augmentations while retaining a military advantage
in a theater of operations without disrupting
or degrading civilian uses outside the theater.” [9] This policy remains fundamental
to the relationship between GPS and Galileo.
In announcing the intention to end SA
operation, Vice President Gore gave other
reasons for the move .[10] It solidified “U.S.
industries’ lead in this important technology.” It “could add 100,000 jobs to the U.S.
economy.” The new U.S. policy would be
to encourage the acceptance and integration of GPS worldwide, and to advocate GPS
and U.S. government augmentations as
international standards. Clearly, the United
States had made a huge investment in GPS
and intended to maximize the payback. The
drivers of U.S. GPS policy would be: preventing its use by enemies, and maximizing
commercial returns. They would have been
Europe’s policies too, I believe, if Europe had
developed GPS.
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Europe’s Response: Galileo
But Europe hadn’t. And Europe read clear
messages in those U.S. statements. When Mr.
Gore said that GPS was “an integral component of the Global Information Infrastructure,
with applications from mapping and surveying to air traffic management”, Europe saw
that it too needed all those things. When he
said that GPS had “generated a U.S. commercial … equipment and service industry that
leads the world”, Europe wanted to share in
that industry.
And, since U.S. policy was to “limit availability of their radionavigation systems in
the event of a real or potential threat of war
or impairment to national security,” [11]
Europe saw that its access to this vital new
utility depended on the decisions of a single
nation, with which it might well disagree on
matters of national security. Recent events
have given examples of just such disagreements. Europe’s response was Galileo.
Here I will simply give a summary of
Galileo, stressing what it offers that is new
and different. Galileo, like civil GPS, has an
open, free-to-all service. But it also has a
Commercial Service: you pay for additional
signals that give higher accuracy, a higher
data rate, or extra messages. Then, there is a
Safety-of-Life service and a search-and-rescue
facility. And finally: the contentious PRS,
S p r i ng 2 0 0 4
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The U.S. Response to Galileo
Now, many in the United States, once they
had fathomed out what Galileo was (and
separated it from the NASA Jupiter probe also
called Galileo) welcomed it with open arms;
after all, 60 navigation satellites is 60 for the
U.S. as well! The increased number offers
better penetration of urban canyons and
reduced scintillation effects at low latitudes.
Maybe, too, Galileo-plus-GPS will give us civil
dual-frequency operation four years ahead
of GPS? And since Galileo and GPS will have
separate control segments, vulnerability will
be reduced. Everybody wins!
But to others in the United States., Galileo
was like the arrival of the Mongol hordes
from the East! They saw it as driving a coachand-horses through their GPS policy. Firstly,
it directly challenged their ambition to lead
the world GNSS industry. Well, that’s business! But, what about U.S. national security?
Why withdraw GPS from a theatre of operations if the bad guys in the black hats simply
keep on coming at you, using Galileo? So,
the U.S. had to be able to remove all GNSS.
That meant that either Europe would agree to
withdrawing Galileo if the U.S. demanded it,
or that the U.S. would jam Galileo.
The Frequency Question
And that led to the frequency question. GNSS
frequencies are very limited, so Galileo is
obliged to use the same frequency bands as
GPS. That is essential, too, if we are to have
low-cost combined receivers. But then, how
do you stop Galileo and GPS from interfering with one another? This question resulted
in some truly spectacular engineering, with
Galileo’s signals wrapped intimately around
those of GPS, yet never touching; safe sex in
the frequency domain! [16]
But now it appeared that the Galileo L1
PRS signal, the government service, might
be overlaid onto the GPS M-code, the future
encrypted U.S. military signal. Would PRS
interfere with M-code? Probably not! But if
the U.S. then jammed Galileo PRS, not only
would Europe be up in arms, but the U.S.
would be jamming its own M-Code signal too!
So now we had a major dispute between
the U.S. and Europe. NATO piled in on
the U.S. side, arguing its need “to deny a
potential adversary’s access to … any …
11

satellite navigation services.” [17] This row
came at an unhappy time of heightened
tension between the U.S. and Europe, and
among European nations, over Iraq. Was
this U.S. hegemony? Was Europe to become,
as President Chirac claimed, “a vassal” of
the United States? [18,19] Or was it simply
common sense in a continent whose security
depends on NATO and GPS?
Whatever your views, these matter simply
had to be resolved if Galileo was to have a commercial future, sharing frequencies and receivers with GPS. And in the present world climate,
both sides desperately needed to achieve a security and non-interference agreement.

© European Commission

the Public Regulated Service, encrypted and
reserved for government agencies and law
enforcement. [12]
What is new and different? First,
Galileo will warn users of satellite failures
immediately (real-time integrity), where
unaugmented GPS can take an hour to do
so. Galileo will offer service guarantees to
commercial and safety-of-life users; GPS
provides no legal guarantees. Galileo is controlled by many nations, operating through
the European Commission and the European
Space Agency, with a commercial service
provider working under a concession, like
McDonald’s! And, there is no military Galileo
service: the concept is that European NATO
nations already have full access to military
GPS. Thus, Galileo can remain a civil system.
[13]
The Galileo project is now 10 years old. It
has proceeded in strict accordance with the
finest European traditions of glorious war
and vicious infighting, followed by compromise decisions! That, at least, is the impression you get of Galileo from the press. But
as you know, Galileo is indeed being funded,
and that prototype satellites should be
launched next year, in time for the June 2006
deadline for retaining ITU frequency assignments. Also, the concessionaire is currently
being selected. [14] The hope of Europe was
that Galileo would give it independence of
the U.S. in satellite navigation, and also a
profitable new industry: perhaps, another
Airbus or GSM. But, for that industry to be
profitable, there has to be a viable Galileo
business. The market analysts predicted a
huge global satellite business, with mobile
phones and car navigation the major market
sectors. [15] But what was much less clear,
and in my view still is, was: what proportion
of that market Galileo will capture; just who
is exerting the market pull for Galileo; who
will pay for its services? There is no doubt
that the world wants GNSS, but will it pay for
Galileo?
What has emerged strongly is that the
attraction is not Galileo alone, but GPSplus-Galileo, 60 satellites instead of 30, with
completely-integrated receivers. But such a
combined system, of course, requires the cooperation of the United States.

Peace Breaks Out!
They appear to have done so, and peace
seems to have broken out. [20, 21] After three
rounds of negotiation, Europe has agreed to
move the PRS signal away from the M-code,
and outside the declared GPS band. So now,
either the open services, or the PRS, or the
M-code could be jammed with a degree of
isolation. Much more positively, Europe and
the United States have agreed to implement
common signal structures. In addition, they
will make their separate timing and geodetic
standards inter-operable, so opening the door
to a combined system. And they have also
agreed on open trade: neither side is to mandate the use of its own system alone. As Julie
Karner says, [20] they now have a common
goal: the best possible GNSS for users around
the world. All this is embodied in intergovernmental agreements that were signed in June
at the U.S.-EU summit in Dublin.
GPS/Galileo continued on page 12
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Where to Now?
And yet, what has been achieved is so much
more than those early dreams. We may have
here nothing less than the future of GNSS.
Together with new satellites from Japan, and
financial and technical collaboration worldwide, the impact of this Galileo- GPS combination will dramatically exceed the sum of its
parts. This truly-global Satellite Navigation
System, a goal of immense value, is almost
within our grasp. Let’s go for it! We must not
let it slip now!
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Signatories to the Galileo and GPS agreement, (left to right)
U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell, Irish Foreign Minister
Brian Cowen, and EC Vice President Loyola de Palacio.

and calls for non-discrimination and open
markets in terms of trade in civil satellite
navigation-related goods and services.
Recognizing the added benefit to civil and
commercial users if the two independent systems were compatible and interoperable, the
United States and the European Union have
shared technical analyses and information,
resulting in an agreement to establish a common civil signal. The additional availability,
precision, and robustness that will be provided by dual GPS-Galileo receivers lays the
foundation for a new generation of satellitebased applications and services, promoting
research, development, and investment that
will benefit business, science, governments,
and recreational users alike.
The new agreement, Secretary of State
Colin Powell said, “manages to balance the
competition that is inherent in the commercial dimension of satellite navigational
technology with the cooperation necessary for
the security dimension. This agreement also
establishes a framework for ongoing U.S.-EU
cooperation in the field of satellite navigation.
GPS-Galileo capabilities will open up major
opportunities for scientific research and creative engineering, enabling new applications,
applications that we haven’t even begun to
think of yet, and also for the development of
new technologies. And the agreement paves
the way for the two systems to eventually
broadcast a common civil signal, which
will double the number of satellites working
within a compatible framework. This, in turn,
will ensure the safety and availability of satellite navigation technology for transportation
and recreational users worldwide.” 
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Intelligence and generally, when the Senate is
in session, the committee meets once a week
for an intelligence update on a selected topic.
The hearings are closed and classified, so,
unfortunately I’m not able to attend.
To help the senator prepare for the meeting, we prepare a comprehensive memo on
whatever public information is available
on the selected topic—usually drawn from
recent newspaper articles and think tank
analysis. We also prepare questions for
the meeting, as well as copies of relevant
articles. The meetings are conducted every
Wednesday and the prep material is due on
Tuesday, but I have learned that if you don’t
have it done by the end of the day on Friday,
it is best to finish it up over the weekend. If
you don’t and something unexpected happens on Monday or Tuesday (and something
unexpected always happens), it’s a real
struggle to generate a quality analysis.
DoD Appropriations. To support the
appropriations process, almost all senators
provide a letter to the DoD authorizers and
appropriators detailing their priorities for
various projects that impact their state. One
of the projects that Sen. Snowe supports is
Army Peer-Reviewed Breast Cancer Research,
and since that project impacts everyone, a
letter is sent to the appropriators with as
many senators signing on as possible.
As the fellow in the office, I was tasked
with working the National Breast Cancer
Coalition and coordinating this letter. Today
was the day we were closing out the letter
and so I was busy touching base with as
many offices as possible. In the end, we got
66 signatures, which is about as good as it
gets.
May 18, 2004: On the Senate Floor
BRAC Amendment. This was the first week
of the Defense Authorization bill—one of
the nice things about working on defense
issues is that it is always a high priority for
the Senate and this was the first authorization bill on the floor this year. Sen. Snowe,
along with Sen. Trent Lott (R-Miss.) and
Sen. Byron Dorgan (D-N.D.), offered one of
the first amendments—a proposal to delay
the current BRAC round for two years and
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replace it with an overseas BRAC. The thinking is that it doesn’t make sense to close
bases at home when the DoD is in the midst
of restructuring their overseas forces and
may require additional domestic facilities.
We prepped for the amendment for
approximately a week—including supporting a members meeting where the senators
discussed when the amendment should be
introduced and how they would approach
whipping their colleagues. I worked on preparing Sen. Snowe's floor statement—both
a short version that the senator delivered
when the amendment was being debated
and a longer version that was provided for
the Congressional Record. I also worked on
the graphics that Sen. Snowe and Sen. Lott
used on the floor.
A Nice Souvenir. Because I had worked
on the amendment, Sen. Snowe arranged
for me to be granted floor privileges. Fellows
are not allowed on the Senate floor unless
specific permission is requested for them.
Besides getting to watch the debate up close,
floor privileges provided the additional benefit of getting my name introduced into the
Congressional Record, giving me a souvenir
of my year. (Sen. Snowe actually requested
and received permission for me to be on the
floor during the debate of the entire bill,
not just the amendment—which worked
out well, since the bill dragged on for seven
weeks and I managed to hang out on the
Senate floor several more times.)
While we knew the amendment would be
an uphill battle, it actually came very close
to passing. The final vote was 47-49 against.
The hardest part was that the 4 senators who
did not vote were reportedly all on our side.
The House did manage to pass an amendment to delay BRAC by two years, so who
knows, maybe the amendment will survive
conference. In the meantime, it is back to
the drawing board.
Conclusion
I hope this report gives you a bit of an idea
of what it is like to work as a Congressional
Fellow. It has been a tremendous experience,
and I am incredibly grateful to the ION for
this opportunity. 
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Portney’s Corner continued from page 5
In practice, the lunar distance method involved taking three
sextant observations: (1) the altitude of the moon above the horizon, (2) the altitude of the sun above the horizon, and (3) the
angular distance between the sun and the moon. Spherical trigonometric calculations were performed to compensate the measured
lunar distance for refraction error and parallax error. Once the true
lunar distance was determined, GMT could be determined by interpolating in tables of lunar distance versus GMT. Once GMT was
known, other tables could be read to determine the declination and
Greenwich Hour Angle (GHA) of the sun and moon. Given that
the latitude was known, another spherical triangle could be solved
for the Local Hour Angle (LHA) of the sun. The longitude followed
from the relationship shown in Figure 1.

3.

Apparent distance d' between the bright limbs of the sun
and the moon

A spherical triangle is solved mainly to remove the effects of
parallax and refraction error from the apparent lunar distance
measurement. (See Figure 2.)

Figure 2.

Figure 1.

Let h'= 90 – ZM': Apparent Altitude of Moon’s Center
Corrected for Dip
Let H' = 90 – ZS': Apparent Altitude of Sun’s Center
Corrected for Dip
Let d' = Apparent distance between Moon and Sun’s
Center
Corrections for refraction and parallax occur in altitude. After
correcting the observed altitudes for these effects, we get:
The declination and GHA of the sun and moon would be known
from the almanac. Two sides and the included angle are known in
the spherical triangle. One solves for the third side d using the law
of cosines for spherical triangles. After some simplifications, the
result is:

h = 90 – ZM: Moon’s true altitude
H = 90 – ZS: Sun’s true altitude
We then need to calculate the side SM, the true lunar distance
d. The key to this calculation is the fact that the parallax and
refraction corrections are in altitude only and do not alter the
included angle z in the triangles. The angle z is common to the
spherical triangles ZS'M' and ZSM.
One procedure which is practical with modern computers is to
use the law of cosines for spherical triangles to solve the triangle
ZS'M' for cos(z):

cos(d) = sin(DECsun) sin(DECmoon) +
cos(DECsun) cos(DECmoon) cos(GHAsun – GHAmoon)
Tables of lunar distances were published up until the early 1900s
(Figure 4). Today, a user would have to prepare the tables himself
from the declinations and GHA of the sun and moon using spherical trigonometry.
This is not difficult with modern computers, but is an extremely
laborious task if done by hand.

cos(d') = sin(h') sin(H') + cos(h') cos(H') cos(z)
The rest of the terms in the above equation are known from sextant observations corrected for dip and apparent center effects. Then
the triangle ZSM can be solved for the true lunar distance:

The observed lunar distance is calculated from the results of
three sextant observations, ideally made simultaneously:
1. Altitude of the lower limb of the sun
2. Altitude of the lower limb of the moon
IO N Ne w s l e t t e r

cos(d) = sin(h) sin(H) + cos(h) cos(H) cos(z)
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All the terms on the right hand side of this equation are known.
H and h are known from measured altitudes corrected for parallax
and refraction. Cos(z) was obtained from the triangle ZS'M'.
In olden days, more elaborate procedures were used which were
easier to use with tables and hand calculations.
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Once the true lunar distance d is obtained, one can interpolate in tables of lunar distance versus GMT to find the Greenwich
Mean Time. This time could be used to calibrate a chronometer.
Alternatively, if latitude is known, spherical trigonometry can be
used to find the Local Hour Angle (LHA) of the sun.
If GMT is known, one can look in tables to find the declination
and Greenwich Hour Angles (GHA) of the sun and moon. (See
Figure 4.)
This triangle can be solved for LHA of the Sun once the GMT is
known. The Altitude of the Sun H is known from corrected sextant
observations.

—We are indebted to David F. Hartman the author of this
paper entitled “The Lunar Distance Method.” Mr. Hartman
is employed at ATK Missile Systems Company in Woodland
Hills, Ca. A copy of an extract of the first systematic tabulation of lunar distances is shown in Figure 4. It was published
by Nevil Maskelyne, Astronomer Royale of the Greenwich
Observatory.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

sin(H) = sin(DECsun) sin(latitude) + cos(DECsun)
cos(latitude) cos(LHA)
Once the LHA of the sun is determined, longitude follows from
the relationship:
Longitude = GHAsun – LHAsun
Similar calculations could be carried out for the moon as a
check.
Accurate chronometers were developed by John Harrison
around 1759 and by French Clockmaker Berthoud a few years
later. Longitude could be determined using a chronometer with
much less calculation than the lunar distance method. The Lunar
distance method did see some use in the 1800s as an alternative to
chronometers, and a way to recover time if a chronometer were not
available.
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Plenary Panel
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Long Beach Convention Center
Make Hotel Reservations By Aug. 20!

Kirk Lewis, Institute for Defense Analyses • The Honorable James R. Schlesinger,
Chairman of the Board of Trustees, The MITRE Corporation & Former U.S. Defense & Energy Secretary
• Jeffrey N. Shane, Under Secretary for Policy, DOT • Rainer Grohe, Executive
Director, Galileo Joint Undertaking • Dr. Bradford W. Parkinson, Chairman of the Board
of Trustees, The Aerospace Corporation
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